From open to fully screened
at the touch of a button.
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Outstanding flexibility in the office
Productivity in modern, open office environments is all about being able to concentrate and collaborate efficiently. Correspondingly, unwelcome sounds and visual
impressions represenent major work environment challenges.
With the HILO cubicle, your employees
get a no-compromise, embracing sound
absorbent and workplace partition, for
complete individual control and privacy. In

addition, your employees are easily able to
interact with each other without losing time
or having to move around.
The office will remain open and inviting
and the need for separate, quiet work
spaces and group rooms is reduced. With
HILO, your company will save square metres and make it possible to densify without
sacrificing collaborative opportunities, productivity or well-being.

Interaction or concentration? With the HILO cubicle, you can
quickly and steplessly change between openness and privacy.

HILO model 1400 - low position (90 cm).

HILO model 1400 - high position (165 cm).

ISO-tested sound absorption
HILO is a solid and well-designed piece of
furniture built with utmost care. With an internal depth of 108 centimeters, the entire work
space around the individual is surrounded
and protected.
Materials, filling and dimensions provide
the best possible sound and visual shielding
properties, inside the screen and through-

When lowered, the HILO adjustable screen hides
in the equally sound-absorbing base structure.

out the room. With 20 mm A-rated absorbent material of reused pet bottles on both
sides of a 6 mm core of wood, HILO is both
an efficient sound absorbent and a sound
screen. The sound absorption according to
ISO 354 test is outstanding. See our web site
for full test results.

From open to fully screened
at the touch of a button.

Good design
is the result
of empathy.
Patrick Karlsson,
designer

Sustainable production
Mount Design is a Swedish company whose
products are developed by the company’s
co-founder and designer Patrick Karlsson
and his team of co-workers. A team that has
worked with technically advanced office furniture production for more than 20 years.
Production takes place at some of Sweden’s and Europe’s leading furniture factories
with environmentally sustainable production
as a common denominator.
HILO enables and inspires creative
planning of open offices.

HILO model 1000

HILO model 1200

HILO model 1400

HILO model 1600

Colour and size according to your needs
Manufactured in four standard widths,
HILO is easily installed with existing freestanding desks. Using our optional transport
board on wheels, HILO units can easily be
relocated within the premises, over thresholds and through doors at least 90 cm wide.

HILO comes in a wide range of fabrics and
colours. The fabrics used are always coated
with a 3 millimeter foam lamination.
For up-to-date information on showrooms
and retailers, visit www.mountdesign.se.
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